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Backward-angle meson electroproduction above the resonance region, which was previously ig-
nored, is anticipated to offer unique access to the three quark plus sea component of the nucleon
wave function. In this letter, we present the first complete separation of the four electromagnetic
structure functions above the resonance region in exclusive ω electroproduction off the proton,
ep → e′pω, at central Q2 values of 1.60, 2.45 GeV2, at W = 2.21 GeV. The results of our pi-
oneering −u ≈ −umin study demonstrate the existence of a unanticipated backward-angle cross
section peak and the feasibility of full L/T/LT/TT separations in this never explored kinematic
territory. At Q2=2.45 GeV2, the observed dominance of σT over σL, is qualitatively consistent
with the collinear QCD description in the near-backward regime, in which the scattering amplitude
factorizes into a hard subprocess amplitude and baryon to meson transition distribution amplitudes
(TDAs): universal non-perturbative objects only accessible through backward angle kinematics.

Deep exclusive reactions have recently gained much46 attention, as they provide direct access to the internal47
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FIG. 1. QCD collinear factorization mechanisms for exclusive
ω electroproduction off a proton (p) probed by γ∗ at large Q2

and W : (a) Forward regime (small −t), GPDs (bottom oval)
and the ω-DA(top-right oval); (b) Backward regime (small
−u), ωN TDAs (bottom oval) and the proton N-DA(top-
right oval).

structure of hadrons. Measurements of such reactions at48

different squared four-momenta of the exchanged virtual49

photon (γ∗), Q2, and at different hadron four-momentum50

transfer, Mandelstam variable t and u (defined in Fig. 1),51

are used to probe QCD’s transition from hadronic degrees52

of freedom at the long distance scale to quark-gluon de-53

grees of freedom at the short distance scale.54

The standard experimental configuration to probe55

deep exclusive reactions involves accelerated charged lep-56

ton collisions with a hydrogen target. While most exper-57

iments detect the scattered leptons and forward going58

final state particles (in the laboratory reference frame),59

the reaction of interest of this letter concerns final state60

particles produced at backward angle. The visualiza-61

tion of the backward-angle interaction gives rise to a62

unique physical picture: a target proton absorbs most63

of the momentum transfer (by γ∗), and recoils forward;64

whereas the produced meson remains close to the tar-65

get nearly at rest. This type of reaction is sometimes66

referred to as a “knocking a proton out of a proton” pro-67

cess. The backward-angle exclusive observables accessed68

by the methodology presented in this letter, opens up69

new opportunities to extend the current knowledge on70

the nucleon structure to an unexplored kinematic region.71

In the Bjorken limit (sufficiently large Q2 and invari-72

ant mass W , and −t/Q2
≪ 1), the longitudinal scatter-73

ing amplitude factorizes into a hard scattering pertur-74

bative contribution, and soft Generalized Parton Distri-75

butions (GPDs) of the nucleon and distribution ampli-76

tudes (DAs) of the meson. The vector meson (ω) pro-77

duction through the GPD in the near-forward kinemat-78

ics is demonstrated in Fig. 1 (a). GPDs are light-cone79

matrix elements of non-local bilinear quark and gluon80

operators that describe the three-dimensional structure81

of hadrons, by correlating the internal transverse posi-82

tion of partons to their longitudinal momentum. For a83

review, see Refs. [1–11].84

Analogous universal structure functions accessible in85

“near-backward” kinematics are known as baryon-to-86

meson Transition Distribution Amplitudes (TDAs) [12–87

16], see Fig. 1 (b), which are light-cone matrix elements88

of non-local three quark operators. In the TDA picture,89

the backward-angle meson is produced as the γ∗ probes90

the meson cloud structure of the nucleon.91

The TDA collinear factorization regime for hard meson92

production has two key marking signs in near-backward93

kinematics which can be tested experimentally [12–16]:94

• The dominance of the transverse polarization of the95

virtual photon results in the suppression of the lon-96

gitudinal cross section (σL) at large Q2 by at least97

a factor of 1/Q2: σL/σT < µ2/Q2 and σT ≫ σL,98

where µ is a typical hadronic scale.99

• The characteristic 1/Q8 scaling behavior of the100

transverse cross section (σT ) for fixed xB.101

In a recent publication [19], the CLAS collaboration re-102

ported the first measurement of the cross sections for103

exclusive π+ electroproduction off the proton in near-104

backward kinematics. The result gives promising signs of105

the predicted 1/Q8 scaling of the cross section by TDA,106

however, the critical evidence for σT dominance remains107

missing.108

In this letter, we present a pioneering study of109

backward-angle ω cross sections from exclusive electro-110

production: ep → e′pω using the missing-mass recon-111

struction technique. The extracted cross sections are sep-112

arated into the transverse (T), longitudinal (L), and LT,113

TT interference terms. This allows for comparing the114

individual σL and σT contributions to the TDA calcula-115

tions, and verifying the predicted σT dominance.116

The general form of two-fold virtual-photon differential117

cross section in terms of the structure functions is given:118

2π
d2σ

dt dφ
=

dσT

dt
+ ǫ

dσL

dt
+
√

2ǫ(1 + ǫ)
dσLT

dt
cosφ

+ ǫ
dσTT

dt
cos 2φ ,

(1)

where ǫ is the γ∗ longitudinal polarization ǫ =119

(

1 + 2 |~q|2

Q2 tan2 θe
2

)−1

, θe is the scattered electron polar120

angle; φ is the azimuthal angle between the electron scat-121

tering plane and the proton target reaction plane. For122

brevity, differential cross sections such as dσT /dt will123

be expressed as σT . Separating σL from σT , and ex-124

tracting the interference terms relies on an experimental125

technique known as Rosenbluth separation. This tech-126

nique requires two measurements at different ǫ (depen-127

dent upon the beam energy and e scattering angle), while128

other Lorentz invariant quantities are kept constant. The129

interference terms, σLT and σTT , dictate the azimuthal130

modulation for a given opening angle θ between the pro-131

ton recoil momentum and the γ∗ momentum.132

The analyzed data were part of experiment E01-004133

(Fπ-2), which used 2.6-5.2 GeV electron beams on a liq-134
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FIG. 2. Reconstructed missing-mass (MX) for ep → e′pX at
Q2 = 2.45 GeV2 (blue crosses). The simulated distributions
for ρ (blue), ω (red) and ππ (green) are used to describe the
measured reaction.

uid hydrogen target and the high precision particle spec-135

trometers in Jefferson Lab Hall C [20, 21]. The data set136

has two central Q2 values: Q2 = 1.60 and 2.45 GeV2,137

at common central W = 2.21 GeV. The primary objec-138

tive of the experiment was to detect coincidence e-π at139

forward-angle, but backward-angle ω (e-p) were fortu-140

itously acquired.141

The recoil protons were detected in the High Momen-142

tum Spectrometer (HMS), while the scattered electrons143

were detected in the Short Orbit Spectrometer (SOS).144

Both spectrometers include two sets of drift chambers145

for tracking and scintillator arrays for triggering. A de-146

tailed description of the experimental configuration is147

documented in Refs. [21].148

In order to select e− in the SOS, a gas Cherenkov detec-149

tor containing Freon-12 at 1 atm was used in combination150

with a lead-glass calorimeter. The positively charged π+
151

were rejected in the HMS using an aerogel Cherenkov152

detector with refractive index of 1.03. The rare e+ were153

rejected using a gas Cherenkov detector filled with C4F10154

at 0.47 atm. Most remaining contamination of the e-p155

events was rejected by a coincidence time cut of ±1 ns.156

Background generation from the aluminum target cell157

and random coincidence events, <5% contribution to the158

total yield, was subtracted from the charge normalized159

yield. Proton loss due to multiple scattering inside the160

HMS was estimated as 7-10% [22].161

Unlike the exclusive π+ channel [20, 21], the ω events162

sit on a broad background, as shown in the reconstructed163

missing-mass spectrum for ep → e′pX in Fig. 2. The164

final state particle X could include: ω, ρ or two-π pro-165

duction (ππ). For each Q2-ǫ-u-φ bin, extracting ω is a166

two step process. First, simulations were used to deter-167

mine the contribution of each final state particle to the168
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FIG. 3. Unseparated cross section as function of φ at −u =
0.057, 0.135 and 0.245 GeV2 (from bottom to top) at Q2 =
1.6 GeV2. The higher ǫ = 0.59 and lower ǫ = 0.32 data
are shown in red circles and black crosses, respectively. Red
dashed (higher ǫ) and black solid (lower ǫ) lines are the fitting
results used in Eq. 1. Note that the fitting performed takes
into account data at both ǫ settings simultaneously.

MX distribution. Here, the shape of the distribution for169

each particle is dictated by the detector acceptance and170

the particle decay width, while the normalization (scale)171

factor of the simulated distribution is determined by the172

fit to the data (simultaneously). In the second step, the173

background (scaled ρ and ππ simulations) are subtracted174

from the data to obtain the ω experimental yield.175

Two quality control criteria were introduced to vali-176

date the background subtraction procedure: 1. The χ2
177

per-degree-of-freedom (χ2/dof) comparison between the178

experimental and simulated ω yields, defined as Yω exp =179

YData − Yρ sim − Yππ sim, and Yω sim; 2. χ2/dof com-180

parison between the experimental and simulated back-181

ground yields, defined as YBG exp = YData − Yω sim and182

YBG sim = Yρ sim + Yππ sim. Both χ2/dof distributions183

obey Poisson statistics with center values: 0.94, 1.3, and184

widths: 0.77, 0.97, respectively. The detailed analysis185

procedure is documented in Ref. [22].186

For each Q2 setting, two data sets with different ǫ val-187

ues were acquired: Q2 = 1.6 GeV2, ǫ = 0.32, 0.59; at188

Q2 = 2.45 GeV2, ǫ = 0.27, 0.55. Data at each Q2-ǫ189

setting were divided into three u bins and eight φ bins.190

Fig. 3 demonstrates the unseparated experimental cross191

section at Q2 = 1.6 GeV2 as functions of φ at three −u192

bins. The separated cross section is obtained from fitting193

the data at both ǫ settings simultaneously using Eq. 1.194

The experimental acceptance covers a range of Q2, W195
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FIG. 4. Left: σL(u = umin) and σT (u = umin) as function
of Q2 for the lowest −u bin. Right: σL(u = umin)/σT (u =
umin) ratio as function of Q2. Fitted lines are for visualization
purpose only.

values, thus the measured experimental yields represent196

an average over the covered range. As a result, each −u197

bin has a slightly different average value Q2 and W . In198

order to minimize errors resulted from the averaging, the199

experimental cross sections were calculated by comparing200

the experimental yields to a Monte-Carlo simulation of201

the experiment. The Monte-Carlo includes a detailed de-202

scription of the spectrometer acceptance, multiple scat-203

tering, energy loss due to ionization, decay and radiative204

process.205

The uncertainty in the separated cross sections in-206

cludes both statistical and systematic contributions. The207

statistical contribution consists of the error in determin-208

ing “good” ω from the background subtraction procedure209

(fitting error included), the uncertainties in detector per-210

formance (efficiencies and tracking) and beam character-211

istics on a run-by-run basis. A comprehensive study was212

carried out to obtain the total systematic uncertainties213

for the separated cross section. It includes three parts:214

1. Correlated scale error of the unseparated cross sec-215

tion (2.6%); 2. Point-to-point variations due to the cross216

section model dependence in simulation; 3. Effects of217

the error amplification (by a factor of 1/∆ǫ) of the ǫ un-218

correlated u correlated systematic error (1.7-2.0%). The219

effects of all three parts are added in quadrature as the to-220

tal systematic error and are reported separately for each221

u bin.222

To investigate the Q2 dependence, σL and σT for the223

smallest −u bin (u − umin = 0) from the two Q2 set-224

tings are plotted on the left panel of Fig. 4, whereas the225

σL/σT ratio is plotted on the right. σT shows a flatQ2 de-226

pendence, whereas σL decreases significantly as Q2 rises.227

The drop in σL/σT ratio as function of Q2 is qualitatively228

consistent with the prediction of TDA collinear factoriza-229

tion.230

The extracted σL and σT as a function of −u at Q2 =231

1.6 and 2.45 GeV2 are shown in Fig. 5. The two sets232

of TDA predictions for σT each assume different nucleon233

DAs as input. The predictions were calculated at the234

specific Q2, W values of each u bin. The predictions235
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at three u bins are joined by straight lines. At Q2 =236

2.45 GeV2, TDA predictions are within the same order237

of magnitude as the data; whereas at Q2 = 1.6 GeV2,238

the TDA model over predicts the data by a factor of ∼10.239

This is very similar to the recent backward-angle π+ data240

from CLAS [19], where the TDA prediction is within 50%241

of the data at Q2=2.5 GeV2, but far higher than the242

unseparated data at Q2 =1.7 GeV2. Together, data sets243

suggest that the boundary where the TDA factorization244

applies may begin around Q2 = 2.5 GeV2.245

The behavior of σL differs greatly at the two Q2 set-246

tings. At Q2 =1.6 GeV2, σL falls almost exponentially as247

a function of −u; at Q2 =2.45 GeV2, σL is constant near248

zero (within one standard deviation) and this is consis-249

tent with the leading-twist TDA prediction: σL ≈ 0.250

The combined data from CLAS [23] and Fπ-2 cover251

both forward and backward-angle kinematics, and jointly252

form a complete −t evolution picture for the ep → e′pω253

reaction. The CLAS data, at W ∼ 2.48 GeV2, Q2 = 1.75254

and 2.35 GeV2, are shown in the left and right panels of255

Fig. 6, respectively. Because of the similarities in the256

kinematics, the Fπ-2 data (this work) are scaled to those257

of the CLAS data. The W dependence of the backward-258

angle cross section is unknown, therefore the scaling pro-259

cedure: (W 2 − m2
p)

−2, based on the forward-angle phe-260

nomenology studies, is applied [24]. The Q2 scaling is261

based on the empirical fit used to extract the separated262

cross sections of this work. This empirical model is doc-263

umented in Ref. [22]. In addition to the scaling, the ex-264

tracted −u dependent cross section from Fπ-2 is trans-265

lated to the −t space of the CLAS data.266

Fig. 6 indicates strong evidence of the existence of267

the backward-angle peak at −t > 5 GeV2 for both268

Q2 settings, with strength ∼ 1/10 of the forward-angle269
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cross section. Previously, the “forward-backward” peak270

phenomenon was only observed in π+ photoproduction271

data [25–29]. This was successfully interpreted using the272

Regge trajectory based VGL model [25, 26].273

The results presented in this paper have demonstrated274

that the missing-mass reconstruction technique, in com-275

bination with the high precision spectrometers in coin-276

cidence mode at Hall C of Jefferson Lab, is able to re-277

liably perform a full L/T separation of the backward-278

angle exclusive reaction ep → e′pω. Since the missing279

mass reconstruction method does not require the detec-280

tion of the produced meson, this allows the possibility281

to extend experimental kinematic coverage that was con-282

sidered to be inaccessible through the standard direct283

detection method. If used in combination with a large284

acceptance detector, such as CLAS-12, one could system-285

atically study the complete t evolution of a given inter-286

action, thus unveiling new aspects of nucleon structure.287

The separated cross sections show indications of a regime288

where σT ≫ σL for ep → e′pω, qualitatively consistent289

with the TDA factorization approach in backward-angle290

kinematics. However, the approach relying on the QCD291

partonic picture applying at large enoughQ2 involves dif-292

ferent mechanisms for the forward and backward peaks293

and could not provide a unique description in the whole294

range in −t.295

An alternative description for the ω-meson electropro-296

duction cross section is given by the Regge based JML297

model. It describes the JLab π electroproduction cross298

sections over a wide kinematic range without destroying299

good agreement at Q2 = 0 [30, 31]. Two JML model300

predictions are plotted in Fig. 6: JML04 [32] (prior to301

Fπ-2 data) and JML18. JML04 includes the near-forward302

Regge contribution at −t < 1 GeV2 and N -exchange in303

the u-channel with a t-dependent cutoff mass. It signif-304

icantly underpredicts the backward-angle cross section.305

In JML18 [33], the principle of the u-channel treatment306

is the same as in the t-channel neutral pion electropro-307

duction [31]. It includes, in addition, an estimation of308

the contribution of the ρ-N and ρ-∆ unitarity rescatter-309

ing (Regge) cuts, allowing an excellent description of the310

combined data within a unique framework. In particu-311

lar, the −u dependence and the strength of the backward312

angle peak are described well at both Q2 settings. The313

inelastic exchange diagrams are the main sources to the314

observed backward-angle peak, with one third of the con-315

tribution coming from the ρ0-ω transition, and the rest316

coming from ρ+-N and ∆ resonance. However, JML18317

lacks the prediction of the Q2-dependence of the σL/σT318

ratio.319

In conclusion, the presented experimental data hint320

on the early onset of the QCD-based factorized descrip-321

tion of electroproduction of ω in the backward kinematics322

regime forQ2 in the few GeV2 range. This opens a way to323

the experimental access of nucleon-to-meson TDAs and324

provides a new window on the quark-gluon structure of325

nucleons. These data also supply a new interesting test-326

ing bench for Regge-based hadronic models.327
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